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Coming up
January 25–29: Alaska Marine Science Symposium, Anchorage

January 27–29: 6th Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit, Juneau

February 8–9: HACCP, Anchorage

February 10–12: Better Process Control School, Anchorage

February 12: Deadline to apply for Knauss and Alaska Sea Grant State
Fellowships

March 18–19: Fishing Vessel Drill Conductor Workshop, Unalaska

April 28–29: Roe Workshop, Kodiak

May 12–13: HACCP, Kodiak

August 16–20: Aleutian Life Forum, Unalaska

October 12–14: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak

November 10–11: HACCP, Kodiak

November 14–18: Seafood Processing Quality Control Training, Kodiak

May 9–12, 2017: Impacts of the Environment on High Latitude Fish and
Shellfish, Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Anchorage

Alaska Sea Grant Resilience
Specialist Hired
Alaska Sea Grant welcomes Davin Holen as the new
Marine Advisory coastal community resilience specialist
based in Anchorage. In his faculty position Holen will
provide Alaska community residents with tools for
hazard mitigation, economic resilience, and climate
change adaptation planning. He begins work this
month.

Holen grew up in Alaska’s Susitna Valley, and is a skiing



Alaska Lt. Governor Byron
Mallott

and running enthusiast. He has worked as a subsistence program manager at the
Alaska Department of Fish and Game, taught anthropology at UAA, and published a
long list of professional articles on Alaska community sustainability. He is close to
completing a PhD program in anthropology—his dissertation title is Fishery
Dependent Communities in Coastal Alaska: Salmon, People, and Place.

The Marine Advisory coastal community resilience specialist position is funded by
Alaska Sea Grant, the Alaska Center for Climate Assessment and Policy (ACCAP),
Alaska Ocean Observing System (AOOS), National Sea Grant, and NOAA National
Weather Service, Climate Office, and National Ocean Service.

Alaska Fisheries Access
Workshop Offers Solutions to
Permit Loss
Permit banks, community-based fishing trusts,
educational permits, apprenticeships, or local small-
scale community fisheries could help turn around the
loss of fishing access by Alaskans, say participants at
the recent workshop Fisheries Access for Alaska
—Charting the Future.

Alaska coastal communities have seen a significant
decline in limited entry fishing permits and quota held
by local residents. From 1975 to 2013 Alaska “rural
local” permits declined from roughly 8,000 to 6,000, and nonresident permits
increased from about 3,000 to 3,300. Nonresidents hold nearly a quarter of all
permits. In addition, entry of younger Alaskans into fishing has lagged—in 1975 the
average age of transferable permit holders was 42.7 and by 2013 it was 49.7. In
some rural communities, fishing access is down to a few individuals and the entry
rate by young people is minimal.

Governor Walker’s Fisheries Transition Committee has made a key recommendation
—“prioritize and improve fishery access for Alaskans by developing policies,
strategies, and management to return fishery access opportunities to residents of
Alaska’s fishing communities” as one of five top mandates for the state.

Alaska Sea Grant and partners stepped up to organize the 2016 workshop on
solutions to the permit shift, bringing together experts from Alaska, the US East
Coast, Europe, and Iceland. The 35 presenters and 100 attendees at the January
12–13 meeting, held in Anchorage, represented fishing associations, coastal
communities, and Native organizations and tribes. Also contributing were state and
federal regulators, legal advisors, and academics.

Alice Ruby, from the Bristol Bay Economic Development Corporation, summarized
programs they implemented on interest rate assistance, permit brokerage, grants,



and business training and counseling for individual fishermen. “We have 850
residents from 17 Bristol Bay communities involved in our programs. For the grant
program we require commitment to training and classes, and that is one of the
challenges,” said Ruby. Kelly Wachowicz piqued interest in a new nationwide
initiative—Strengthening US Fishing Communities—with impact investment by
strongly endowed foundations.

Alaska Representative Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins has drafted a bill that would create
community-based fishing permit banks to enable new entry. While the State of
Alaska can’t discriminate against citizens of other states, there may be some
leeway. “The legislature would have a good chance at success if they can show that
restricting permits to Alaskans has a positive goal and is aimed at solving a specific
problem—that is key,” said attorney Jim Brennan at the workshop.

Lt. Governor Byron Mallott introduced day two of the workshop. "The topic of this
meeting is one of the most important public policy matters to pursue today. …
Fisheries is the opportunity. The marketplace cannot be the only determining
factor,” he said.

An online and printed proceedings of the meeting will be published in July. Visit the
Fisheries Access workshop web page to view the agenda, videos, and presentation
slides.

Workshop steering committee members are Paula Cullenberg, Alaska Sea Grant;
Linda Behnken, Alaska Longline Fishermen’s Association; Courtney Carothers,
Fisheries, University of Alaska Fairbanks; Edward Davis, Haa Aani, LLC; Rachel
Donkersloot, Alaska Marine Conservation Council; Duncan Fields, Shoreside
Consulting; Nicole Kimball, Alaska Department of Fish and Game; Rep. Jonathan
Kreiss-Tomkins, Alaska State Legislature; Norman Van Vactor, Bristol Bay Economic
Development Corporation; and Bob Waldrop, consultant.

New Publication to Increase
Alaska Seafood in School
Lunches
Alaska Sea Grant recently published the booklet Alaska
Seafood Purchasing Guide for Schools, by Jennifer Nu,
Quentin Fong, and Andrea Bersamin of the University of
Alaska Fairbanks. The guide can help school food buyers
purchase Alaska seafood for student lunches, by making
use of information on suppliers, fish species and product
form, and delivery options in different regions. The
authors lead the Alaska “fish to school” program, with
the goal of enhancing food security, improving diet quality in Alaska communities,
and strengthening local and regional markets for sustainably harvested fish.



Chris Manhard

Resilience Seen in Auke Creek
Pink Salmon
Alaska Sea Grant–funded student Chris Manhard
defended his PhD thesis last month on environmental,
biological, and genetic influences on local adaptation of
pink salmon. His advisor is professor Tony Gharrett.

Manhard analyzed demographic and genetic data from
seasonally structured brood lines of pink salmon
—distinct early and late groups that return from the
ocean to Auke Creek to spawn. He found that fine-scale
local adaptation can enhance productivity of salmonid
fish populations while providing resilience to climate change.

The Auke Creek area has experienced environmental changes such as increased
weather variability and earlier spring warming of the nearshore environment.
Manhard found that despite these changes and the resulting genetic evolution
against late-migrating fish, population sizes in Auke Creek have remained stable.
Thus seasonal structure of migration time has supported sustained pink salmon
productivity in a changing climate.
Manhard earned his master’s in 2012, also on pink salmon genetics.

2016 Seafood Training
Alaska Sea Grant is supporting economic development
in the state by offering eight seafood processing classes
in 2016, in both Anchorage and Kodiak.

In February seafood specialist Chris Sannito will teach
HACCP and Better Process Control School in Anchorage.
In March, 22 future leaders in the seafood industry will
learn about leadership and business as they continue in
the 5th Alaska Seafood Processing Leadership Institute.
They will also attend Seafood Expo North America in Boston.

Featured in April is a Roe Workshop at the UAF Kodiak Seafood and Marine Science
Center. Sannito will teach sujiko and ikura processing, salt/sodium nitrite testing,
packaging, roe grading, and seafood roe forms.

Also in Kodiak, HACCP classes are on the agenda for May and November, the latter
followed by a Seafood Processing Quality Control Training. The popular Smoked
Seafood School will be taught in October, where fish smokers will learn basic
principles; safety of smoked products; brining; filleting sockeye for curing and cold
smoking; hot-smoking chum, coho, and black cod; and preparation of fish sausage.

Most classes are offered to Alaska seafood industry employees in collaboration with



the Hollings Manufacturing Extension Partnership cooperative agreement,
administered by the Southwest Alaska Municipal Conference.

Fishlines is a monthly newsletter that highlights Alaska Sea Grant activities. Alaska Sea Grant
supports wise use and conservation of Alaska's marine resources through research, education,
and extension. Photo in banner by K. Byers. For an electronic Fishlines subscription, contact Sue
Keller.
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Coming up
February 20–21: Troubleshooting and Maintaining Your Outboard, Kodiak

February 26–28: Troubleshooting and Maintaining Your Outboard, Homer

March 1–5: Starting and Operating a Specialty Food Business, online

March 9–12: Western Alaska Interdisciplinary Science Conference, Dillingham

March 18–19: Fishing Vessel Drill Conductor Workshop, Unalaska

April 28–29: Roe Workshop, Kodiak

May 12–13: HACCP, Kodiak

August 16–20: Aleutian Life Forum, Unalaska

October 12–14: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak

November 10–11: HACCP, Kodiak

November 14–18: Seafood Processing Quality Control Training, Kodiak

May 9–12, 2017: Impacts of the Environment on High Latitude Fish and
Shellfish, Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Anchorage

Young Fishermen Learn the
Ropes in Juneau
“My fishing business just took a giant leap forward in
terms of direction and focus,” said one of the 70
participants at the 6th Alaska Young Fishermen’s
Summit held in Juneau last month. The fishermen
attended because they wanted to learn best practices
for building a strong fishing business.

Sunny Rice and Torie Baker, Alaska Sea Grant Marine
Advisory faculty, organized this year’s summit. The
meetings are tailored to younger fishermen who have been running their fishing
business for five years or less. “The bulk of our audience is people who have just



bought in. So they’re committed to commercial fishing as a career,” Rice said in an
interview with KCAW Sitka. “It’s a great chance to network with people who are
already making decisions in the industry,” she said. Participants represented 30
Alaska communities and diverse fisheries.

“Hearing from the 46 presenters and having the opportunity to speak with our
legislators has been extremely helpful. There is no way to replace an experience like
this,” said an attendee. Summit participants listened to leaders in finance,
marketing and fisheries policy, as well as summit alumni. Governor Bill Walker and
ADF&G commissioner Sam Cotten addressed the group, fielding questions ranging
from improving processor capacity in Bristol Bay to fisheries taxes. “I am so happy
to see UAF offering this program for young people involved in our fisheries,” said
Governor Walker during his lunch address.

In written feedback on the sixth summit, several participants said they were
surprised to learn about Alaska’s major role in global fisheries. Others mentioned
they will change the way they manage their fishing business based on what they
learned about the importance of diversifying, insurance policies, and the Capital
Construction Fund administered by NOAA.

Hosting the Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit in Juneau enabled access to the
Alaska State Legislature. Participants met with their individual legislators in small
groups and testified before the House Special Committee on Fisheries. “This is
always a welcome event for me,” said Representative Bryce Edgmon from
Dillingham, “since my office is able to help out with the summit’s agenda, and we
meet face to face with many intrepid young fishers.… The Alaska Young Fishermen’s
Summit is all about building future leaders in coastal Alaska.”

CoBank is a key financial sponsor of the summit, along with many others from the
fishing industry and agencies. This year eleven organizations and businesses also
paid for young fishermen to attend. The next Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit is
scheduled for December 2017 in Anchorage.

Farrugia Finishes Knauss
Fellowship
Thomas Farrugia completed his yearlong Sea Grant
Knauss fellowship working at the US House of
Representatives Committee on Natural Resources, in
late January.

“The Knauss fellowship was a fantastically
beneficial experience,” said Farrugia. “I gained
experience in subjects ranging from wildlife trafficking
to offshore mineral extraction permitting. Along the
way, I worked with both peers and mentors in several federal agencies and
nongovernmental organizations. All this will greatly help advance my career and I



Marilyn Sigman (L) and Jane
Sullivan. Photo by Brendan
Smith.

highly recommend the fellowship to anybody who is interested in national-level
marine policy work."

During his time in Washington, DC, Farrugia staffed 18 committee hearings,
provided science-based recommendations to the House committee, and did some
groundwork to reauthorize the NOAA Sea Grant Program. He also organized
congressional briefings on the the Magnuson-Stevens Act, and was a member of the
US delegation at the 24th Regular Meeting of the International Commission for the
Conservation of Atlantic Tuna in Malta.

For the near-term Farrugia is returning to Alaska to complete his PhD work on the
Alaska skate fishery with associate professor Andrew Seitz, University of Alaska
Fairbanks School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences.

Another Alaskan has just moved to the US capital to serve as a Sea Grant Knauss
Fellow. Erin Shew, graduate student in Arctic and Northern Studies at UAF, began
her job earlier this month as a climate preparedness fellow with the White House
Council on Environmental Quality.

The Sea Grant Knauss Marine Policy Fellowship provides graduate students with a
year of paid experience in Washington, DC, working on ocean issues with US
congressional offices or in a federal agency.

Students Earn Awards at
Alaska Marine Science
Symposium
Alaska Sea Grant sponsored two of the eleven student
awards presented at the Alaska Marine Science
Symposium in Anchorage in January. Jordan Beamer,
Oregon State University Water Resources Program, was
awarded first place in the PhD category for her talk,
“Climate change hydrology and freshwater discharge.”
Jane Sullivan, University of Alaska Fairbanks School of
Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, won first place at the MS
level for her presentation, “Can fishing explain declines
in size-at-age of Pacific halibut?”

Two students won awards for presentations on Alaska Sea Grant–funded projects.
UAF SFOS student Sarah Traiger tied for best poster by a PhD student for “Sea
otters versus sea stars as major clam predators: Evidence from foraging pits and
shell litter,” from the North Pacific Research Board. Karisa Maurer, US Coast Guard
Academy undergraduate, earned an award for her poster “Giant kelp and coastal
resilience: A new long-term monitoring project in Sitka Sound, Alaska” from the
National Association of Marine Educators. Marilyn Sigman, Alaska Sea Grant marine
education specialist, coordinated judging of the student presentations—74 students



entered the competition.

Identification Guide to Cods
and Their Relatives
Guide to the Gadiform Fishes of the Eastern North
Pacific, by G.R. Hoff, D.E. Stevenson, and J.W. Orr, is a
free electronic publication recently released by NOAA.
The guide describes the 28 species of gadiform fishes in
the eastern North Pacific and arctic seas adjacent to
North America from the Arctic to the Mexico border.
Many major food fish are in this group. The publication
is designed for researchers, students, and seafood
industry professionals to help identify these abundant, common, and commercially
important species. Keys to families and species are included, as well as descriptions,
photographs, and distribution maps.

Aquaculture Research Grants
NOAA Sea Grant will have up to $3,000,000 available
for a national competition to fund new FY 2016
aquaculture research projects. This is part of an overall
plan to support the development of environmentally and
economically sustainable coastal aquaculture
nationwide. Preproposals are due March 10, 2016.

Fishlines is a monthly newsletter that highlights Alaska Sea Grant activities. Alaska Sea Grant
supports wise use and conservation of Alaska's marine resources through research, education,
and extension. Photo in banner by K. Byers. For an electronic Fishlines subscription, contact Sue
Keller.
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Coming up
March 18–19: Fishing Vessel Drill Conductor Workshop, Unalaska

March 31–April 2: Comfish Alaska, Kodiak

April 14–15: HACCP, Anchorage

April 28–29: Roe Workshop, Kodiak

May 12–13: HACCP, Kodiak

August 16–20: Aleutian Life Forum, Unalaska

Sept. 8–11:  Rainforest Festival, Petersburg

October 12–14: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak

November 10–11: HACCP, Kodiak

November 14–18: Seafood Processing Quality Control Training, Kodiak

May 9–12, 2017: Impacts of the Environment on High Latitude Fish and
Shellfish, Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Anchorage

First Discovery of Algae Toxin
in Alaska Marine Mammals
Gay Sheffield, Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory agent,
is coauthor of a peer reviewed article on the first
confirmation of algae toxin presence in marine
mammals in arctic Alaska, published in the journal
Harmful Algae.

The authors report that loss of sea ice and warmer
temperatures in the Arctic are creating favorable
conditions for toxin-producing harmful algal blooms,
which might contaminate marine resources such as whales and walruses harvested
by Alaska residents to feed to their families, throughout northern and western
Alaska. While the toxin levels in marine mammals currently do not exceed
regulatory limits for food safety, impacts to marine mammal populations pose food



security concerns for northern people.

The two most common algal toxins are domoic acid and saxitoxin. In 2015, both
biotoxins caused significant illness and mortality in marine mammals along the US
Pacific coast. Their recent discovery in the Arctic highlights the need for constant
communication and monitoring.

Sheffield provided samples for the study from ice-associated seals both harvested
for subsistence and stranded dead in the Bering Strait region. The research was a
collaborative effort between government agencies including the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, organizations, coastal communities, and hunters.

At Sheffield’s request, NOAA has agreed to translate a press release they issued into
Russian, so it can be shared with neighbors on the western side of the Bering Strait.

“We can put it on the Internet, we can get it to the Chukotka Native marine
mammal hunting associations, coastal communities, as well as their Russian marine
biologists,” said Sheffield. “The Bering Strait is a shared waterway, and the
populations of marine wildlife, seabirds, fish, clams, walruses, seals, sea lions and
whales do not need a passport to travel across the border to either shore. It is
ethically responsible to share this new information with our neighbors, and that may
help further our understanding of what is happening in our waters throughout the
Bering Strait region.”

Shortly after the Harmful Algae article was published, members of the US Marine
Mammal Commission toured the Nome region to hear concerns from local hunters
regarding marine mammals. Sheffield assisted in hosting MMC members by briefing
them on marine mammal concerns and arranging meetings with community
members and tribal councils throughout the Bering Strait region. Issues cited by
residents include disease, decrease in ice, increased noise with more industrial ship
traffic, and algal toxins. The MMC is an independent government agency that
provides external review of marine mammal conservation policies of NOAA and the
US Fish and Wildlife Service.

Online Guide for Recreational
Boaters
After navigating and researching the daunting central
and western Gulf of Alaska coast, Terry Johnson, Marine
Advisory recreation and tourism specialist, has
completed an online guide for recreational boaters. The
guide begins at Cape Spencer near Glacier Bay and runs
west along the coast all the way to Homer, Alaska.

Although vessel traffic is sparse, communities are few,
and exposure to the North Pacific is challenging, “it is a
spectacular trip in good weather, with opportunities to experience the scenery, the



Petersburg Tsunami Bowl
teams

solitude, geology, human history, wildlife and excellent angling,” said Johnson.

Over several years, while operating a variety of recreational boats from a 40-foot
tri-cabin trawler to a 15-foot runabout, Johnson compiled information for navigating,
anchoring, and handling typical weather conditions.

The free Gulf of Alaska Coastal Travel Routes website includes maps, photos,
location information, and basic safety tips. It is useful for adventurers, fishermen,
sailors, and recreational boaters.

Alaska Tsunami Bowl
The Mat-Tsunami team from the Mat-Su Career and
Technical High School took first place at the annual
Tsunami Bowl regional ocean sciences competition in
Seward, among the nineteen competing Alaska teams.
The Mat-Tsunamis will go on to compete in the National
Ocean Sciences Bowl in North Carolina in April.

Two Petersburg High School teams had a good showing,
coached by Marine Advisory agent Sunny Rice and
educator Joni Johnson. The Ocean Motion team took
first place in the research project on Petersburg’s resilience to tsunamis, their
research paper, and oral presentation, and came in seventh overall in the quiz
competition. The Suspiciously Swanky Scyphozoa took eighth place for their
research paper on economic resiliency to changes in the China seafood market and
came in eighth overall. Marine Advisory agent Melissa Good co-coached the
Unalaska team, Tusk, who came in ninth.

Alaska Sea Grant has been involved in the Alaska competition for 19 years.
Communications coordinator Carol Kaynor maintains the National Ocean Sciences
Bowl Alaska Region website, where complete results are posted.

Sea Grant Announces 50th
Anniversary
March 2016 marks the start of the National Sea Grant
Program’s 50th anniversary year. In honor of the
anniversary, the national program is organizing a year
of outreach efforts to highlight how Sea Grant has
successfully put science to work for America’s coastal
communities since its founding in 1966. Alaska Sea
Grant is proud to have been part of this program for 46
years.

Over the next year many stories will be told on several themes to show nationwide
Sea Grant successes and impacts. Sea Grant directly engages community members



to identify pressing information and research needs, and then works with both
scientists and the individuals who will put research to work. This model has been
practiced successfully.

Alaska Sea Grant communications coordinator Deborah Mercy contributed footage
and content to a video to launch the anniversary celebration. You may see some
familiar Alaska faces and locations in the 10 minute video.

Fishlines is a monthly newsletter that highlights Alaska Sea Grant activities. Alaska Sea Grant
supports wise use and conservation of Alaska's marine resources through research, education,
and extension. Photo in banner by K. Byers. For an electronic Fishlines subscription, contact Sue
Keller.
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Coming up
April 1–May 31: Get Your Feet Wet, statewide

April 28–29: Roe Workshop, Kodiak

May 12–13: HACCP, Kodiak

August 1–10: USCG License Class, Unalaska

August 16–20: Aleutian Life Forum, Unalaska

September 8–11: Rainforest Festival, Petersburg

October 12–14: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak

November 10–11: HACCP, Kodiak

November 14–18: Seafood Processing Quality Control Training, Kodiak

May 9–12, 2017:Impacts of a Changing Environment on the Dynamics of High-
Latitude Fish and Fisheries, Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Anchorage

Kids Can Get Their Feet Wet
Most children like outdoor activities, especially where
they can make a splash. For many Alaska teachers, a
spring outdoor field trip to a wet environment is an
annual tradition that combines learning with fun. As a
variation on the annual Sea Week program that schools
in many Alaska coastal communities still celebrate,
Alaska Sea Grant invites teachers and students
statewide to share their spring field trips during the Get
Your Feet Wet event online on the Alaska Seas and Watersheds curriculum website.

The response so far has been enthusiastic—nearly 60 teachers in 25 Alaska
communities have registered field trips they will be taking this April or May. The
teachers are guiding over 1500 elementary and middle school students on trips to
Alaska beaches, streams, ponds, marshes, the tundra, or other wet environments to
study a wide variety of topics from the water cycle to salmon to scientific illustration



and survival skills.

After registering, teachers receive resources to help them plan their field trips and
prepare students for learning about science, technology, engineering, and math. The
STEM content is all tied to celebrating and learning about Alaska’s seas and
watersheds. After the field trip, students can upload a photo and a short description
of what they saw and learned, as well as add their school to an online map of
Alaska. Some classes will also participate in stewardship projects, securing a place
on the Alaska Sea Grant Honor Roll.

The Get Your Feet Wet event is part of Alaska Sea Grant’s Alaska Seas and
Watersheds education program that features an Alaska-specific K–8 curriculum
available online. Alaska Sea Grant also provides grants and teacher training to
Alaska schools boosting STEM education and participation in field trips using the
curriculum materials. Seven school districts have already received grants. This
spring five more $10,000 grants are being awarded to schools in the Kenai
Peninsula School District (McNeil Canyon School, Ninilchik School, and a combined
grant to Razdolna and Kachemak Selo Schools) and to the Chugach School District
and Southeast IslandSchool District.

Marine education specialist Marilyn Sigman is the organizer of the Get Your Feet Wet
event and coordinates Alaska Sea Grant’s education programs.

Fresh Sea Lion Data
Ketchikan Marine Advisory agent Gary Freitag was
called to the scene after a pod of killer whales attacked
and killed an adult female Steller sea lion in Ketchikan.
While a local resident filmed the action, the sea lion was
tossed into the air and then stranded on the beach
before the whales could consume it. Freitag and an
Alaska Department of Fish and Game biologist
performed a necropsy.

This is the first time in the United States that biologists have had access to a fresh
orca-killed Steller sea lion. The National Marine Fisheries Service plans to publish
necropsy results. Freitag is one of only four people in Alaska with Level A NOAA
certification to perform full bio-sampling necropsies on dead or stranded marine
mammals.

Getting Ready for Refrigerated
Seawater Units
For more than a decade, Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory agents have set up
training classes for fishing vessel refrigerated seawater units. Dillingham Marine
Advisory agent Gabe Dunham continued that legacy this spring to help Alaska



fishermen keep their catch cold.

Icicle Seafoods recently told Bristol Bay fishermen that
they’ll stop buying non-chilled fish in a few years after
phasing in quality requirements. More processors are
expected to follow. Dunham discovered that only 9% of
local boats have refrigerated seawater systems, based
on Alaska Commercial Fisheries Entry Commission data.
While many are using slush bags and other effective
forms of chilling, fishermen are interested in getting training and acquiring the
chilling units to bring in higher quality fish.

Dunham worked with the University of Alaska Fairbanks Bristol Bay campus and the
Bristol Bay Economic Development Corporation to sponsor refrigerated seawater
training in Dillingham. Doug Cannon, of Marine Refrigeration Solutions, taught the
class to 22 people and will offer it again in early June.

“I want the quality of the fish that I bring to be the best that it can, and I know
that’s what the world is demanding,” said Togiak fisherman Casey Coupchiak in a
KDLG radio story. “Without refrigerating right when you catch them, it’s not the best
quality. So I’m working towards that.” For more information see “Bristol Bay
fishermen prepare for quality mandates” on the KLDG Radio website.

Aleutian Life Forum Call for
Abstracts
Organizers have announced a call for abstracts for the
Aleutian Life Forum 2016: Building Resilience in the
Face of Change. The forum will take place August
16–20, 2016, in Unalaska, Alaska.

The Aleutian Life Forum is a gathering of national, state,
and regional scientists, industry stakeholders,
community leaders, tribal leaders, and local knowledge
holders to promote resilient coastal communities.
Conservation issues will be discussed in information sessions and community
workshops. Topics will include sustainable fisheries, coastal hazards, community
monitoring, and others.

Abstract submission deadline is April 29, 2016.

New Publications Catalog
Alaska Sea Grant’s 2016–2017 publications catalog is now available. The catalog
features a wide variety of books and videos about Alaska’s seas and coasts, ranging
from scientific proceedings to field guides to fishing business support. Ask for a free
print catalog, or go green and view the electronic catalog. Many publications in the



catalog are available as downloadable PDFs.
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Coming up
April 1–May 31: Get Your Feet Wet, statewide online field trip!

August 1–10: USCG License Class, Unalaska

August 16–20: Aleutian Life Forum, Unalaska

September 8–11: Rainforest Festival, Petersburg

October 12–14: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak

November 1–4: Center for Salmon and Society Workshop, Anchorage

November 10–11: HACCP, Kodiak

November 14–18: Seafood Processing Quality Control Training, Kodiak

May 9–12, 2017:Impacts of a Changing Environment on the Dynamics of High-
Latitude Fish and Fisheries, Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Anchorage

Alaska Sea Grant Chooses
Three State Fellows for 2016
Three new Alaska Sea Grant State Fellows will gain professional experience in
marine policy in Alaska, starting this summer—Sarah Apsens, Jane Sullivan, and
Jennifer Marsh. All three are fisheries graduate students at the University of Alaska
Fairbanks School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, planning to finish their degrees in
the next several months.

The Alaska Sea Grant State Fellowship, launched in 2015, offers soon-to-graduate
or recently finished graduate students the opportunity launch their careers in marine
and coastal policy. The program matches fellows with hosts in state or federal
agencies in Alaska for a 12-month paid fellowship.

Soon to earn her MS degree, Sarah Apsens will work at the National Park Service in
Anchorage, possibly looking at whitefish habitat use or assessing the potential
impact of oil spills on intertidal communities. Her work will include data collection,
statistics, and writing.

“I know by working with NPS that I will get exposure to a wide array of habitat



Sarah Apsens

Jane Sullivan

Jennifer Marsh

types and management issues,” Apsens said. “I am
interested to see how NPS utilizes science to preserve
and manage the parks’ many natural resources and
educate the public.” The National Park Service is a new
host in the program.

MS student Jane Sullivan has been placed with the
NOAA Sustainable Fisheries Division in Juneau. Her
projects will include improving sampling design and
protocol in the fisheries observer program or best
practices for incorporating observer data into stock
assessments.

Sullivan said the fellowship aligns well with her vision of
the future. “My long-term goal is to work with a state or
federal agency in Alaska, and I hope to use my
background in quantitative fisheries to generate tools
that inform policy makers. I’m excited about the
mentorship component of the fellowship program.”

Jennifer Marsh will work with NOAA Fisheries in the
Habitat Conservation Division in Anchorage, to update
the essential fish habitat section for the Arctic Fisheries
Management Plan, among other projects. Marsh is
enthusiastic about the project. “One of the three
potential target species identified in the fisheries
management plan is Arctic cod, which is the focal
species of my PhD dissertation research,” she said.

Alaska Sea Grant program coordinator Adie Callahan
played a big part in developing and implementing the
fellowship program last year. “We’re very pleased to
have three fellows in our second year,” she said. “Hosts
and students both showed a strong interest. It’s nice to see the fellowship program
grow.” Marysia Szymkowiak and Matt Robinson, the first fellows in the program, are
completing their fellowships this summer.

Alaska Sea Grant shares the cost of the fellow stipends with the agency hosts.
Recruitment for next year’s hosts for the Alaska Sea Grant State Fellowship will
begin in fall 2016, and students can apply in February 2017.

Salmon Hypothesis Proves
Correct for Elementary
Students
It’s that time of year again—when Alaska teachers take advantage of the warming



weather and move the classroom outside. The
Anchorage School District resumed the Sea Week/Creek
Week series of field trips for schools in the Chester
Creek Watershed, supported by Alaska Sea Grant.

In April, marine education specialist Marilyn Sigman and
partners led fourth graders from five elementary
schools on field trips to Chester Creek tributaries. The
students collected data on stream flow, water quality,
and insects and other macroinvertebrates to find out if their stream was healthy
enough for salmon.

In early May, all 260 students converged on Westchester Lagoon where the
watershed connects to the ocean. At minnow traps set by the educators, students
identified juvenile salmon from the lagoon. To everyone’s surprise, adult pink
salmon were migrating into the lagoon right in front of them. This was indisputable
evidence to the students that the watershed supports the full life cycle of the
salmon.

A $10,000 grant from Alaska Sea Grant will continue to support the Anchorage
program, particularly to purchase equipment for kits that can be used throughout
the year for watershed-related field trips. Unalaska City School, Petersburg, Yakutat,
and Dillingham School Districts, also grant recipients, used funds to purchase
equipment for field trips as well. Earlier this month the Petersburg School District
took 36 fourth grade students up the Stikine River, a home to wild salmon and
migratory birds.

Mercy Leaves Video Legacy
Deborah Mercy, co-communications coordinator at
Alaska Sea Grant, retired last month after nearly 30
years with the Marine Advisory Program. During her
time at the University of Alaska she wrote many media
stories and produced dozens of award-winning videos,
to train and assist the Alaska fishing industry and on
other marine topics.

Mercy has provided a valuable visual record of Alaska
marine resources and the people who work with them. Her vast video footage
collection is archived at the UAF Rasmuson Library in Fairbanks, where it is available
to researchers and other library users. Mercy’s videos can be seen on Alaska Sea
Grant’s YouTube website.

Processors Learn Roe
Techniques and Markets



Earlier this month the Alaska seafood industry sent 28
processors to Kodiak for training on fishery roe
products, held at the Kodiak Seafood and Marine
Science Center pilot plant and organized by the Alaska
Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program. During the two-
day Roe School they practiced grading roe, processing
sujiko and ikura, and testing for salt/sodium nitrite, and
also learned about various products and packaging.

It may be two decades since roe processor training on this scale has been held in
the Pacific Northwest and Alaska, according to Quentin Fong, seafood marketing
specialist with the Marine Advisory Program. Fong gave presentations on world
markets for the various roe products.

Pollock and cod roe are largely consumed in Japan, with some going to Korea.
Salmon roe is eaten in Japan and a smaller quantity goes to Europe; Russia and
Ukraine were traditionally significant markets until recent political developments.
Japan is the main buyer for herring roe. All are harvested in Alaska.

The handling and processing technique sessions were taught by Marine Advisory
seafood technology specialist Chris Sannito, seafood microbiologist Brian
Himelbloom, Gleyn Bledsoe from Washington State University, and Chris Bledsoe of
Aquatic Foods International. The instruction brought the processors up to date on
roe, allowing Alaska companies to diversify when the opportunity arises.

Incentive for Pinger Use
For several years, Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory
researchers have engaged fishermen in testing the
effectiveness of a pinging instrument to keep baleen
whales out of fishing nets. The results show the pingers
are often effective at preventing entanglement, but
conclusions have been elusive.

This year Marine Advisory agents Torie Baker and
Sunny Rice and marine mammal biologist Kate Wynne
will have access to more data on pingers, nets, and whales. The Southeast Alaska
Fisheries Alliance is offering a $25 rebate to fishermen who buy pingers, which cost
about $100. Many fishermen who are buying pingers this season have agreed to
share observations with Baker, Rice, and Wynne to build on their research. Pinger
use has the potential to protect both the Alaska seafood industry and whales.

AOOS Ocean Film Contest
The Alaska Ocean Observing System is hosting its third annual Ocean Film Contest,
seeking short films highlighting Alaska’s coast or oceans. Films must be 10 minutes



or less in length. You don’t need to be a professional to
submit a film! The deadline is September 16, 2016.

Fishlines is a monthly newsletter that highlights Alaska Sea Grant activities. Alaska Sea Grant
supports wise use and conservation of Alaska's marine resources through research, education,
and extension. Photo in banner by K. Byers. For an electronic Fishlines subscription, contact Sue
Keller.
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Coming up
August 1–10: USCG License Class, Unalaska

August 16–20: Aleutian Life Forum, Unalaska

September 8–11: Rainforest Festival, Petersburg

October 12–14: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak

November 1–4: Long-term Challenges to Alaska Salmon and Salmon-
Dependent Communities, Anchorage

November 10–11: HACCP, Kodiak

November 14–18: Seafood Processing Quality Control Training, Kodiak

May 9–12, 2017:Impacts of a Changing Environment on the Dynamics of High-
Latitude Fish and Fisheries, Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Anchorage

Students Awarded Marine
Policy Fellowships in DC
Kelly Cates and Charlotte Regula-Whitefield, graduate
students at the University of Alaska Fairbanks, will be
heading to Washington, DC, next year as 2017 Sea
Grant Knauss Fellows.

The two Alaskans are in a select group of 65 fellows
nominated by Sea Grant programs around the country.
The one-year fellowship provides an opportunity to
work on marine resources and national marine policy
issues as a first step toward launching their careers.
The 2016 Alaska Sea Grant Knauss Fellow, Erin Shew, is currently working at the
White House Center for Environmental Quality.

Cates and Regula-Whitefield are excited by the prospect of broadening their
experience and building their career paths through the fellowship. “This fellowship
will be unlike anything I have previously experienced,” Cates said. “Previous Knauss



Charlotte Regula-Whitefield

Richard Buzard

fellows have had nothing but positive and encouraging
words to describe it, and I am truly thankful for this
opportunity.” Cates, a master’s student in fisheries at
the School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, has been
studying humpback whales to create baseline data for
future management decisions.

Regula-Whitefield, a fisheries PhD student at SFOS,
helped establish a sea cucumber aquaculture program
that developed into a larger working group for Alaska
and Washington, the first of its kind in both states. “The
fellowship will provide me with hands-on opportunities to expand my skills in
integrating interdisciplinary science and public policy to improve coastal
communities,” Regula-Whitefield said.

“This is a competitive fellowship, and we’re pleased to have two outstanding
Alaskans chosen for next year,” said Paula Cullenberg, Alaska Sea Grant director.
“In DC, Knauss Fellows are engaged in all levels of marine policy and are well
regarded by agencies and Congress. Our new Alaska Sea Grant State Fellowship is
modeled after this successful program.”

Cates and Regula-Whitefield will join other fellows in the capital in November 2016
for interviews and placement and will begin their fellowships in February 2017.
Cates is interested working in the executive branch of the federal government, and
Regula-Whitefield will be headed to the legislative side.

A third Alaskan also will head to DC as a Knauss Fellow next year. Nicole Kanayurak,
from Barrow, has been chosen for the 2017 fellowship through the Washington Sea
Grant program. Kanayurak is pursuing a master’s degree in marine affairs at the
University of Washington.

Students Train via Alaska Sea
Grant 2016-2018 Research
Projects
Six University of Alaska MS graduate students are
coming on board this summer and fall with funding from
Alaska Sea Grant. The students will serve as research
assistants on projects that address key issues in Alaska
coastal systems.

Starting this summer, Richard Buzard, in Fairbanks, is
working with assistant professor Chris Maio on western
Alaska erosion and sea level change, in the UAF
Department of Geology. Alicia Rinaldi, in Juneau, is
assisting UAS assistant professor Heidi Pearson looking at costs and benefits of



Tara Borland

whale watching. Rinaldi is pursuing her fisheries degree in the UAF School of
Fisheries and Ocean Sciences.

In Anchorage, Jillian Jablonski is working with UAA assistant professor Audrey Taylor
on the effects of climate change on coastal wetlands and waterbirds, in pursuit of an
interdisciplinary degree. Doug Duncan, who started his fisheries degree in Juneau
last fall, is launching his first summer of field research on predation of hatchery and
wild salmon in coastal estuaries, with UAF assistant professor Anne Beaudreau.

Adding to the student roster are Marta Ree and Amanda Blackburn, who will work on
Alaska Sea Grant projects starting this fall. Ree’s MS research will address sockeye
salmon responses to climate change on Kodiak Island, under SFOS faculty Peter
Westley and Anne Beaudreau. Blackburn will work with SFOS professor Jennifer
Reynolds on geology and seafloor habitat, toward her MS in oceanography.

“Student training is a critical component of the Alaska Sea Grant research program,”
said Ginny Eckert, associate director for research. “Each of the Alaska Sea Grant
research projects starting in 2016 involves a graduate student.” More than 300
students have worked toward advanced degrees on Alaska Sea Grant–funded
research projects, since the late 1970s.

Two UAF fishery PhD students continue their research with support from Alaska Sea
Grant. Thomas Farrugia is finishing his skate fishery research after a year away in
DC on a Knauss Fellowship, and Ben Williams is completing his study on pollock
fishery management strategies.

To read more about Alaska Sea Grant–funded research projects please see the
website.

Alaska Sea Grant Staff Changes
Alaska Sea Grant welcomes Tara Borland as our new
program coordinator, providing overall program
management and coordinating the Alaska Sea Grant
State Fellowship Program. Borland earned her MS in
chemical oceanography at the School of Fisheries and
Ocean Science, University of Alaska Fairbanks, and
worked in the geological oceanography lab as well as
the SFOS proposal office. Most recently she was the
science laboratory coordinator for the UAF College of
Rural and Community Development. “I am excited about this opportunity to work
with Alaska Sea Grant and to broaden my career path,” said Borland. “This position
will draw on skills from throughout my career and provide new experiences and
challenges that I look forward to learning from.”

Borland fills the position held by Adie Callahan. Callahan joined Alaska Sea Grant in
2001 as an administrative assistant and progressed to managing the omnibus grant



Adie Callahan

Bree Witteveen

from National Sea Grant, coordinating the Advisory
Committee, and launching the State Fellowship
Program. She earned a master’s in counseling recently
and has left Alaska Sea Grant to pursue that career.

Also departing from Alaska Sea Grant is marine
mammal specialist Bree Witteveen. She was first
involved with the Marine Advisory Program as a
graduate student in 2000, working on the Gulf Apex
Predator-Prey project. In 2015–2016 Witteveen was the
point of contact for the NOAA fin whale Unusual
Mortality Event in the Gulf of Alaska. Witteveen has
begun a nursing master’s program in Oregon and will
stay in touch as an Alaska Sea Grant affiliate faculty.

Marine Mammal Guidebook
Wins Award
The Alaska Sea Grant publication, Guide to Marine
Mammals and Turtles of the U.S. Pacific, won first place
in the book category in the 2016 Blue Pencil & Gold
Screen competition, held by the National Association of
Government Communicators. UAF professor emeritus
Kate Wynne authored the book, an ideal guide for
onboard use by scientists, fishermen, and the public.

Fishlines is a monthly newsletter that highlights Alaska Sea Grant activities. Alaska Sea Grant
supports wise use and conservation of Alaska's marine resources through research, education,
and extension. Photo in banner by K. Byers. For an electronic Fishlines subscription, contact Sue
Keller.
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Coming up
August 1–10: USCG License Class, Unalaska

August 16–20: Aleutian Life Forum, Unalaska

September 8–11: Rainforest Festival, Petersburg

October 12–14: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak

November 1–4: Long-term Challenges to Alaska Salmon and Salmon-
Dependent Communities, Anchorage

November 10–11: HACCP, Kodiak

November 14–18: Seafood Processing Quality Control Training, Kodiak

November 30–December 1: Alaska Ocean Acidification Network Workshop,
Anchorage

December 8–9: Harmful Algal Bloom Workshop, Anchorage

May 9–12, 2017: Impacts of a Changing Environment on the Dynamics of
High-Latitude Fish and Fisheries, Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Anchorage

Fish Waste Composting Offers
Alternative to Landfill Disposal
In summer 2015 Gabe Dunham, Alaska Sea Grant
Marine Advisory agent in Bristol Bay, established a site
at the Dillingham landfill to compost fish waste
generated by local subsistence harvesters. The 2,000
pounds of waste he collected last summer, mixed with
soil, wood chips, and paper, has produced about 4,000
pounds of finished compost that will be distributed to
gardeners in a few months.

The subsistence harvest of salmon is an intense
occupation in Bristol Bay during the fishing season. Harvesters take fish heads,
bones, and guts to the Dillingham landfill collection bin, where it attracts bears due



Art with salmon in Alaska

to the strong odor. The waste currently is buried at the landfill. The compost project
is a “proof of concept” which illustrates that fish waste can produce a usable soil
amendment for local gardeners.

Dunham’s first step was to work with the City of Dillingham and state waste officials
for approval of layout and use of a donated compost site in the landfill. He
constructed compost piles using wood chips and topsoil along with fish waste, then
covered the piles with a fleece material to regulate moisture and reduce odor. And
he set up a temperature monitoring system at the site. The finished compost site
includes a waste collection receptacle, a shelter for equipment, and a tractor for
material handling.

To share the results of the project, Dunham hosted a public composting
demonstration in 2015 and a workshop earlier this month. In future years, Dunham
expects to coordinate volunteer maintenance of the site to continue to produce
compost for local gardeners. The product contributes to the local economy by
supporting locally grown food and replacing the cost of importing pre-made
compost.

The fish waste composting project was implemented with a grant from the Alaska
Coastal Impact Assistance Program in partnership with the Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation, US Fish and Wildlife Service, and National Fisheries
Institute. The City of Dillingham donated the site for the project.

Ensuring Alaska Salmon for the
Long Term
The Center for Salmon and Society, a relatively new
University of Alaska partnership, will hold a workshop
on Long-term Challenges to Alaska’s Salmon and
Salmon-Dependent Communities in November.
Organizers are focused on a concrete result—action
plans identifying policy, community, and research
priorities, to tackle major pitfalls faced by salmon and
salmon-dependent communities. Alaska Sea Grant is
cosponsoring the workshop.

Policy and regulatory decisions made in Alaska can cause lasting impacts on salmon
and the communities linked to salmon. Although salmon populations are relatively
healthy in Alaska compared to other parts of the world, increasing population size,
urbanization, and climate change present long-term challenges. Salmon-dependent
communities are affected by fluctuations in abundance and price, the gradual
erosion of local access to commercial fisheries, and the high cost of living in coastal
Alaska.

The workshop is scheduled for November 1–3, 2016, in Anchorage. Two days of
public discussion and presentations will be followed by a day of breakout sessions to



develop action plans. UAF fisheries professor Milo Adkison is chair of the workshop
planning committee.

The Center for Salmon and Society is based at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
Partners include the UAF School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, UAA and UAS,
Alaska Department of Fish and Game, US Fish and Wildlife Service, Alaska Native
groups, the Alaska Salmon Habitat Partnerships (part of the National Fish Habitat
Partnership), and the commercial fishing industry, with support from the Gordon
and Betty Moore Foundation, the Eurasia Foundation, and private donors.

Researchers Involve Residents
to Measure Erosion Rates and
Storm Risk
Alaska Sea Grant–funded researchers have collaborated
with residents of  the Native Village of Goodnews Bay to
begin to map rates of erosion and land loss in the past
50 years, and identify coastal hazard zones.

Overall, Alaska’s 34,000 miles of shoreline are
inconsistently monitored and under-instrumented for
coastal erosion. Storm events have raised awareness
among residents and scientists that more data are
needed on present and past sea levels, tides, and coast position.

To address the need, UAF scientist Chris Maio and master’s graduate student Rich
Buzard have used GPS to map the exact position of the coastline at Goodnews Bay.
They took 40 sediment cores in saltwater marshes to get a 1,000 year historical
record of sea level fluctuations, and collected surface samples in the marsh to
characterize elevation, vegetation type, salinity, and fossils. Goodnews Bay students
helped them survey bluffs with ground penetrating radar to make a topographic
map. Facilitated by the tribal council, Maio and Buzard asked elders about changes
they’ve noticed in the past, including the former village site.

Results showed that the coastline fronting Goodnews Bay experienced shoreline
retreat at 0–1 meter per year between 1957 and 2005. Some regions saw as much
as 30–40 meters of horizontal land loss. Village infrastructure that could be at risk
of flooding and erosion include the diesel power station, sewage treatment ponds,
airport runway, and several homes. The half-mile of mud in front of the village,
deposited in the last 50 years, is a natural seawall.

Alaska Sea Grant is funding a second project on community erosion tracking as well,
led by Jacquelyn Overbeck of the Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical
Surveys. Next month Overbeck, Maio, Buzard, and Marine Advisory agents Gabe
Dunham and Davin Holen will bring residents from several coastal villages in
southwestern Alaska, including Goodnews Bay, to a workshop in Dillingham.



Participants will be trained to set up low-cost time-lapse camera systems in
conjunction with survey stakes in their communities, to collect long-term erosion
data. In 2017 the researchers will visit a half dozen more coastal villages to train
residents to collect data.

Overbeck’s team anticipates the volunteers will help build a reliable data set on
shoreline change and that the communities will have a better understanding of local
erosion patterns.

Award
The Alaska Sea Grant publication, Guide to Marine
Mammals and Turtles of the U.S. Pacific, won a 2016
APEX Award of Excellence in the printed book category,
from Communications Concepts. Marine Advisory
professor emeritus Kate Wynne authored the triple-
award-winning book.

Fishlines is a monthly newsletter that highlights Alaska Sea Grant activities. Alaska Sea Grant
supports wise use and conservation of Alaska's marine resources through research, education,
and extension. Photo in banner by K. Byers. For an electronic Fishlines subscription, contact Sue
Keller.
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Coming up
September 8–11: Rainforest Festival, Petersburg

October 12–14: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak

November 1–4: Long-term Challenges to Alaska Salmon and Salmon-
Dependent Communities, Anchorage

November 10–11: HACCP, Kodiak

November 14–18: Seafood Processing Quality Control Training, Kodiak

November 30–December 1: Alaska Ocean Acidification Network Workshop,
Anchorage

December 8–9: Harmful Algal Bloom Workshop, Anchorage

May 9–12, 2017: Impacts of a Changing Environment on the Dynamics of
High-Latitude Fish and Fisheries, Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Anchorage

Discovery of New Beaked
Whale
It’s surprising that in the 21st century scientists have
discovered a beaked whale so different from any other
known whale in size, shape, and DNA that it can be
named a new species. According to a recent article in
Marine Mammal Science that’s exactly what happened,
and a lot of the evidence was found in Alaska.

Spurred by many Japanese whaler reports of a small,
dark “form” of the Baird’s beaked whale near Japan
since the 1940s, and records of dead specimens in
Alaska fitting a similar description, scientists searched for more cases for DNA
comparisons. After analyzing 178 Baird’s and “black” beaked whales from the
Okhotsk and Bering Seas, mostly from labs and museums, they concluded the
Baird’s and the smaller beaked whale are significantly different. The scientists have
never seen the “new” one alive.



Former Alaska Sea Grant faculty members Kate Wynne and Reid Brewer each played
a small role in the discovery. Wynne helped research a dead whale that washed up
in the Pribilof Islands in 2014 and Brewer oversaw skeleton reconstruction from a
dead specimen in Unalaska in 2004.

Brewer and Unalaska students re-articulated the beaked whale skeleton after
natural processes degraded the flesh and hung it in the high school gym. A decade
later the skeleton served as a DNA source for Philip Morin, NOAA Southwest
Fisheries Science Center, who oversaw the breakthrough genetic analysis. The
skeleton turned out to be one of eight “black” beaked whales in the study.

Morin also had access to the beaked whale stranded in the Pribilofs. In 2014 citizen
monitors and local researchers could not identify the beached whale on St. George
Island. They told Wynne about it and submitted information to federal stranded
mammal data banks. Later they involved local high school students in a search for
the whale’s head after it had haplessly washed away. Realizing the possibility of a
new species, Wynne alerted beaked whale experts who were eager to acquire the
skull. In 2015 Wynne and Michelle Ridgway, of Oceanus Alaska, escorted five
students to the Smithsonian Institution National Museum of Natural History in
Washington, DC, to meet scientists and hear how the whale skull they re-located
was contributing to identification of the new species.

The work of international scientists from several agencies and institutions, as well as
citizen monitors and students, has resulted in a 2016 publication presenting
evidence for the new but not-yet-named species. Next, whale taxonomy specialists
will consider the evidence and publish the new name.

New Book Helps Seafood
Suppliers Target Hong Kong
The new Alaska Sea Grant publication Synopsis of the
Hong Kong Seafood Market is authored by Quentin
Fong, Marine Advisory seafood marketing specialist and
UAF associate professor, and Qiujie Zheng UAA
assistant professor of economics.

Using the thorough details about the Hong Kong
seafood market in this publication, US seafood
exporters, policy makers, and NGOs can make informed
decisions on potential trade and marketing of Alaska/US seafood products in Hong
Kong. Included are a history of the Hong Kong economy, the current food marketing
structure, and seafood import and export statistics with source countries and
seafood species.

Key information is presented on popular seafood items and product forms, sales and
restaurant venues, as well as Hong Kong consumer habits and trends. US seafood
products have established a niche in the Hong Kong market because US seafood and
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food products traditionally are perceived as high quality and safe, and often
command a price premium that places their products in the high-end markets.

31st Wakefield Fisheries
Symposium
Alaska Sea Grant will hold the 31st Wakefield Fisheries
Symposium May 9-12, 2017, in Anchorage—Impacts of
a Changing Environment on the Dynamics of High-
latitude Fish and Fisheries. The symposium will feature
Hans-Otto Pörtner, of the Alfred Wegener Institute for
Polar and Marine Research in Germany, as keynote
speaker. Pörtner heads the Integrative Ecophysiology
group at the Institute and was coordinating lead author
of the Ocean Systems Chapter of the 5th climate change impact assessment report
for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).

Also on the invited speaker roster are Anna Neuheimer, University of Hawaii;
Christian Möllmann, University of Hamburg; Brad Seibel, University of South Florida;
Charles Stock, NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, and Kathy Mills, Gulf
of Maine Research Institute.

The symposium will examine the impacts of the environment, especially climate
change and variability, on the dynamics of arctic and subarctic species of
commercial, subsistence, and ecological importance. The focus will be on the effects
of warming, loss of sea ice, ocean acidification, and oceanographic variability on the
distribution, phenology, life history, population dynamics, and interactions of these
species and how a better understanding can inform the management of fish and
invertebrates in a changing ocean to benefit affected communities.

Co-chairing the steering committee for the symposium are Franz Mueter, UAF
School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, and Anne Hollowed, NOAA Alaska Fisheries
Science Center.

Harmful Algal Bloom Workshop
Harmful algal blooms (HABs) are a persistent problem
in coastal areas of Alaska because of health risks to
humans, marine birds, and marine mammals. A few
species of microscopic algae produce toxins that are
passed up the food chain and can accumulate in tissues
of filter feeders such as clams. When predators like fish,
birds, marine mammals, and humans eat toxic shellfish,
the accumulated toxins can cause illness and death.

Alaska Sea Grant and the Alaska Ocean Observing System are leading an effort to



create an action plan to address harmful algal blooms in Alaska. A multi-agency
committee is organizing the workshop, Developing a Harmful Algal Bloom Action
Plan for Alaska, to cover monitoring, event response, outreach, and research. The
workshop will be held December 8, 2016, in Anchorage, and a work session is
scheduled for December 9.

A broad audience is invited for day 1, including resource managers, shellfish
growers, researchers, and anyone affected by or interested in HABs in Alaska.
Presentations will provide an overview and summary of HAB-related activities
around Alaska, and discussion. Vera Trainer, who manages the Marine Biotoxin
Program at the NOAA Northwest Fisheries Science Center in Seattle, will be a
featured speaker.

On the second day a working session with a smaller work group will develop an
action plan for HAB research, data sharing, outreach, and education.

Partners include the Alaska Division of Public Health, Alaska Ocean Observing
System, Alaska Sea Grant, Kachemak Bay Research Reserve, and Southeast Alaska
Tribal Ocean Research, and University of Alaska Fairbanks School of Fisheries and
Ocean Sciences. Registration for the workshop is free and participants should
register by November 8.

Alaska Ocean Acidification
Network
The Alaska region is the fourth in the nation to create
an ocean acidification network, recently formed by the
Alaska Ocean Observing System. The Alaska Ocean
Acidification Network will help connect scientists and
stakeholder communities, recommend regional
priorities, share data, and determine best practices for
monitoring this potentially damaging marine
phenomenon. The network will hold an OA “State of the
Science” Workshop November 30-December 1, 2016.

Fishlines is a monthly newsletter that highlights Alaska Sea Grant activities. Alaska Sea Grant
supports wise use and conservation of Alaska's marine resources through research, education,
and extension. Photo in banner by K. Byers. For an electronic Fishlines subscription, contact Sue
Keller.
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Coming up
October 12–14: Smoked Seafood School, Kodiak

November 1–3: Long-term Challenges to Alaska Salmon and Salmon-
Dependent Communities, Anchorage

November 10–11: HACCP, Kodiak

November 14–18: Seafood Processing Quality Control Training, Kodiak

November 30–December 1: Alaska Ocean Acidification Network Workshop,
Anchorage

December 8–9: Harmful Algal Bloom Workshop, Anchorage

December 13–14: Symposium on Climate Displacement, Migration, and
Relocation, Manoa, HI

February 13–14: HACCP, Kodiak

February 15–17: Better Process Control School, Kodiak

May 9–12, 2017: Impacts of a Changing Environment on the Dynamics of
High-Latitude Fish and Fisheries, Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Anchorage

Safe Seal Oil for Alaska’s
Senior Centers
Responding to a desire for Native food by elders living
in a senior facility, the Kotzebue-based Maniilaq
Association and the Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation (ADEC) formed the Alaska
Seal Oil Task Force in 2015.

The group of about 27 members, including Marine
Advisory seafood specialists Brian Himelbloom and Chris
Sannito, meet regularly by teleconference. Himelbloom
and Sannito are recognized by ADEC as a “process authority” with the skills to
identify safe food processing practices approved by the state.



The task force is recommending safe handling processes in rendering marine
mammal oils to avoid botulism. The Maniilaq Association’s goal is to get a traditional
process approved to meet state health concerns.

Last month the task force brought Eric Johnson, world expert in Clostridium
botulinum and food toxins from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, to the Kodiak
Seafood and Marine Science Center to present a seminar and discuss safe food
processing methods. The seminar was attended by Kodiak residents, and dietitians
at Native organizations from various Alaska locations. Johnson also traveled to
Kotzebue to observe traditional seal oil processing.

Johnson’s federally authorized laboratory is one of a few facilities in the United
States where trained personnel can study the lethal neurotoxin-producing bacterium
C. botulinum. In Kodiak Johnson explained the science behind botulism and made
the point that the toxin can be inactivated by exposure to boiling temperature for 10
minutes.

ADEC’s Lorinda Lhotka, who also presented at the seminar, said an Alaska
institution such as a school or elder home can legally receive only non-processed
food donations, but a variance can be sought for processed food donations if a safe
process is demonstrated. Each institution should do this one-on-one, since
traditional food processing methods vary widely, she said. “We are excited that
Maniilaq wants to create a model for seeking the variance, which could be used
around the state,” said Lhotka.

Traditional foods are very nutritious and highly valued by Alaska Natives. Seal oil is
used like a dipping sauce in Native households in Alaska.

Aleutian Life Forum Held
A six-day forum focused on the role of communities in
preparing for a changing environment drew nearly 150
people in Unalaska. The Aleutian Life Forum, held in
mid-August, encouraged an exchange of local and
traditional knowledge with scientists to give them new
perspectives and insights for research.

Talks included fisheries in a changing climate, ocean
acidification, vessel traffic and oil spill preparedness, as
well as coastal hazards of erosion, inundation and contaminants, effective science
communication, and establishing effective local environmental observer networks.
Among the 45 speakers were Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory faculty Terry
Johnson and Melissa Good, and director Paula Cullenberg.

As part of the forum, the Aleutian Pribilof Islands Association and Alaska’s
Landscape Conservation Cooperatives (LCCs) hosted two regional workshops on
what’s known and what’s needed by agencies and communities to address climate



change.

Davin Holen, Marine Advisory community resilience specialist, and Melissa Good
helped facilitate the workshop “Promoting Coastal Resilience and Adaptation in
Alaska.” Holen will host a similar workshop in Ketchikan in September, and
workshops on the same topic are being held by LCCs in Nome, King Salmon, and
Kotzebue this year.

The Aleutian Life Forum originated with Unalaska Marine Advisory agent Reid
Brewer, following the Selendang Ayu grounding in 2004. The 2016 forum, the third
in the series, was a collaborative effort of the Aleutian Pribilof Islands Association,
Qawalangin Tribe of Unalaska, Alaska Sea Grant, Alaska Ocean Observing System,
University of Alaska Fairbanks, NOAA, US Fish and Wildlife Service, and Aleutians
and Bering Sea Islands Landscape Conservation Cooperative.

Symposium on Climate
Migration Coming Up
The White House Council on Environmental Quality, in
collaboration with Hawaiʻi and Alaska Sea Grant College
Programs and the William S. Richardson School of Law
at the University of Hawaiʻi Manoa, will host the
Symposium on Climate Displacement, Migration, and
Relocation, December 13–14, 2016.

The symposium will provide an opportunity for
stakeholders, researchers, policy experts, indigenous
leaders, and local, state, and federal government officials to explore legal and policy
opportunities and challenges arising from climate displacement. This includes
questions about how to plan for and implement voluntary migration and community-
led relocation as adaptation strategies to the impacts of climate change, both
domestically and in the context of the Pacific Islands. Erin Shew, Knauss Fellow from
Alaska, is the lead coordinator of the symposium.

New Climate Change and
Alaska Fisheries Publication
Climate Change and Alaska Fisheries is a new Alaska
Sea Grant publication by Marine Advisory specialist
Terry Johnson. The 36 page illustrated book
summarizes knowledge of North Pacific climate change
and its anticipated effects on Alaska fisheries through
the middle of the 21st century. Based on scientific
research and observations by the public and industry,
Johnson focuses on fisheries effects attributable to long-



term warming, looks at effects of climate variability phenomena, and considers
ocean acidification.

Johnson concludes that during the working lifetime of today’s younger fishermen,
effects of long-term climate change on fisheries probably will be profound but not
cataclysmic. In 30 years most existing fisheries will continue to be productive, with
some becoming smaller and others flourishing. To survive and prosper the industry
must keep up to date on climate science, environmental changes, and advances in
technology, finance, and the politics of resource management. Fishermen and
communities will need to develop adaptive strategies.

Climate Change and Alaska Fisheries is available in hard copy for $10 or as a free
PDF download at the Alaska Sea Grant online bookstore.

Guide to Buying Vessel
Insurance Published
Most fishing vessel owners turn to commercial
insurance markets to buy policies, but it can be a
challenge to find the right policy at the best price. The
new publication, Getting the Most Value When Buying
Fishing Vessel Insurance by Marine Advisory specialist
Terry Johnson, has answers to most preliminary
questions boat owners ask about insuring a vessel.

The range of risks to operators, insurance terms, and
fishing vessel policy components are clearly laid out, from hull and machinery and
P&I to crew coverage and moorage insurance. Guidance is provided on gauging the
amount of insurance needed, getting the best value, and risk management tips.

The 12 page Sea Gram is available as a free PDF download at the Alaska Sea Grant
online bookstore.

Fishlines is a monthly newsletter that highlights Alaska Sea Grant activities. Alaska Sea Grant
supports wise use and conservation of Alaska's marine resources through research, education,
and extension. Photo in banner by K. Byers. For an electronic Fishlines subscription, contact Sue
Keller.
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Coming up
November 1–3: Long-term Challenges to Alaska Salmon and Salmon-
Dependent Communities, Anchorage

November 10–11: HACCP, Kodiak

November 14–18: Seafood Processing Quality Control Training, Kodiak

November 30–December 1: Alaska Ocean Acidification Network Workshop,
Anchorage

December 8–9: Harmful Algal Bloom Workshop, Anchorage

December 13–14: Symposium on Climate Displacement, Migration, and
Relocation, Honolulu, HI

February 13–14: HACCP, Kodiak

February 15–17: Better Process Control School, Kodiak

May 9–12, 2017: Impacts of a Changing Environment on the Dynamics of
High-Latitude Fish and Fisheries, Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Anchorage

Preserving Alaska’s Salmon
Culture and Economy
Alaskans and Alaska communities are deeply linked to
salmon for food and economic input, and for their
cultural well-being. In recognition of the importance of
salmon to Alaska, a new Center for Salmon and Society
has been launched at UAF. Next month, the Center will
collaborate with Alaska Sea Grant and other partners to
host a workshop to identify and prioritize challenges to
this critical resource.

Long-term Challenges to Alaska’s Salmon and Salmon-Dependent Communities will
be held November 1–3 in the Dena’ina Center in Anchorage. Stakeholders and
experts will consider habitats and salmon sustainability, and the challenges to long-
term viability of communities and commercial, sport, and subsistence fishing for



salmon. Speakers, panels, and breakout groups will address ways Alaskans can
maintain a thriving salmon culture and economy.

The workshop is open to the public. Registration is $50 through October 28 and will
increase to $75 after that date.

Climate-Related Community
Displacement
The Symposium on Climate Displacement, Migration
and Relocation, to be held in Honolulu, Hawaiʻi,
December 13–14, 2016, will explore legal and policy
questions concerning climate change–related impacts
on human displacement, migration, and relocation
—internal and cross-border—with an emphasis on
effects on the United States.

Symposium hosts are the White House Council on
Environmental Quality, NOAA Office for Coastal Management, the Environmental
Law Program of the William S. Richardson School of Law (University of Hawaiʻi), and
the Alaska and Hawaiʻi Sea Grant Programs. Alaska Sea Grant–sponsored Knauss
Fellow, Erin Shew, is a key organizer of the symposium.

Participants, including at-risk Alaskans, will explore the challenges of addressing
climate-related displacement, US domestic displacement and community-led
relocation, migration in or from the Pacific Islands, and common needs and
opportunities for affected communities. Online registration will open at the end of
October on the Alaska Sea Grant website.

Addressing Climate Change in
Southeast Alaska
Southeast Alaska residents have concerns about climate
change—most of them connected to water. Safe natural
resources are a prime issue, in face of changes such as
heavy rains causing flooding, ocean acidification,
warmer waters, and snowfall variation, as well as
invasive species, toxins, and warm spring seasons
followed by frost affecting wild berry production.

To help communities address concerns, Davin Holen,
the Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory coastal community resilience specialist,
collaborated in organizing the Southeast Alaska Climate Change Summit last month
in Ketchikan. Holen invited researchers who work on resources that are culturally
important—salmon, yellow cedar, berries, shellfish, cultural sites, and human
health.



Jane Sullivan

Participating in the conference were 50 environmental managers and coordinators
from Southeast Alaska tribes, and 30 professionals representing federal and state
agencies, the University of Alaska, and nonprofits. Ketchikan Marine Advisory agent
Gary Freitag gave a talk on aquaculture opportunities.

Chris Whitehead and Esther Kennedy from the Sitka Tribe of Alaska described
current activities monitoring ocean acidification and testing for paralytic shellfish
poisoning, and Ray Paddock from the Central Council Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes
of Alaska (CCTHITA) discussed plans for a 2017 survey to monitor fish consumption
rates and water quality, to better understand seafood contamination.

One of the summit outcomes is that local groups will collaborate with each other and
with the US Forest Service and Southeast Alaska nonprofits, such as the Southeast
Alaska Watershed Coalition, on citizen science monitoring and encouraging the
engagement of youth. Monitoring programs on stream flow and temperature are
possibilities.

“Tribes in Southeast Alaska have recognized impacts from climate change for some
time and have taken a proactive approach by involving environmental coordinators
from tribes that are funded by the Environmental Protection Act to monitor,
mitigate, and adapt,” said Holen. “By the end of the workshop projects and
partnerships were emerging and many new ideas were being discussed as a way to
move forward with monitoring to establish a baseline for understanding climate
change.”

The Bureau of Indian Affairs will fund CCTHITA to draft a climate adaptation plan for
Southeast Alaska, which is the next step in the process. The regional plan will be a
resource that tribes can draw upon to draft their own plans. “This is exciting as it
will be a unique framework and tool for tribes as they decide how to move forward
in building more resilient communities,” said Holen.

CCTHITA hosted the summit with funding for tribal participants from the EPA. The
North Pacific Landscape Conservation Cooperative funded travel for agencies and
others.

Alaska Sea Grant Fellows,
Second Round
Three 2016 Alaska Sea Grant State Fellows recently
started their yearlong jobs in Alaska. The fellowship
offers completing graduate students the opportunity to
launch careers in marine policy, matching fellows with
hosts in state or federal agencies.

Jane Sullivan has earned her MS in fisheries and is now
a fishery analyst in Juneau with the National Marine
Fisheries Service Sustainable Fisheries Division. “I feel



Sarah Apsens

Jennifer Marsh

so fortunate to work with this incredibly talented group
of people,” said Sullivan. She will work on the Observer
Program's Annual Report and Deployment Plan, looking
at bycatch and creating interactive graphics.

Sarah Apsens, completing her MS in fisheries science at
UAF, is working as a fish biologist at the National Park
Service in Anchorage. She will primarily contribute to
the development of a long-term monitoring protocol for
lagoons in western arctic park lands. “I will also be
helping with a whitefish study, and providing assistance
to the NPS subsistence team,” she said. “I am enjoying
meeting other research scientists and learning about
the role of NPS in Alaska.”

PhD student Jennifer Marsh is a fisheries biologist at the
NMFS Fisheries Habitat Conservation Division in
Anchorage. She will focus on identifying and conserving
essential fish habitat through environmental analyses.
“This week, I am learning more about modeling. One of
my tasks will be to develop model-based essential fish
habitat definitions for the Arctic Fishery Management
Plan,” she said.

The Alaska Sea Grant State Fellowship program was launched in 2015 with the
selection of two fellows. Matt Robinson, who worked for the North Pacific Fishery
Management Council, was recently hired as a quota manager by the Bristol Bay
Economic Development Corporation. Marysia Szymkowiak spent a year working for
NMFS Sustainable Fisheries and is currently working as a contractor for the North
Pacific Fishery Management Council.

Alaska Sea Grant shares the cost of the fellow stipends with the agency hosts.
Recruitment for next year’s hosts for the Alaska Sea Grant State Fellowship will
begin soon, and students can apply in February 2017.

Call for Abstracts Open for
2017 Wakefield Fisheries
Symposium
The call for abstracts is open for the 2017 Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Impacts
of a Changing Environment on the Dynamics of High-latitude Fish and Fisheries. The
symposium will be held May 9–12, 2017, in Anchorage, Alaska.

Abstracts for oral presentations and posters are invited on the impacts of the
environment, including climate change, on arctic and subarctic species of
commercial, subsistence, and ecological importance. We invite abstracts from



fish in a wave logo
fishery, marine, and social scientists, managers,
industry, and representatives of affected communities.
Presentations are encouraged on the effects of
warming, loss of sea ice, ocean acidification, and
oceanographic variability on the distribution, phenology,
life history, and population dynamics of these species.

The deadline for abstracts is January 15, 2017.

New Book on Fisheries Access
for Alaska
In January 2016 Alaska Sea Grant and partners held a
workshop to create a better understanding of the loss of
permits and fishing quota by coastal residents, and to
suggest strategies to reverse the trend. Speakers and
attendees presented state, national, and international
possible solutions, including regulatory changes,
alternative financing, and education and training.

The content of the presentations and discussions is
captured in a new 178 page book, Fisheries Access for Alaska—Charting the Future:
Workshop Proceedings, published by Alaska Sea Grant.

Historical perspectives, legal aspects, and cultural rights are also addressed in the
book, which can serve as a tool for agencies and others who are working to preserve
and enhance community-based fisheries in Alaska.

Fishlines is a monthly newsletter that highlights Alaska Sea Grant activities. Alaska Sea Grant
supports wise use and conservation of Alaska's marine resources through research, education,
and extension. Photo in banner by K. Byers. For an electronic Fishlines subscription, contact Sue
Keller.
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Coming up
November 30–December 1: Alaska Ocean Acidification Network Workshop,
Anchorage

December 8–9: Harmful Algal Bloom Workshop, Anchorage

December 13–14: Symposium on Climate Displacement, Migration, and
Relocation, Honolulu, HI

February 13–14: HACCP, Kodiak

February 15–17: Better Process Control School, Kodiak

April 19–21: Kodiak Area Marine Science Symposium, Kodiak

April 26–29: Western Alaska Interdisciplinary Science Conference, Unalaska

May 9–12: Impacts of a Changing Environment on the Dynamics of High-
Latitude Fish and Fisheries, Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Anchorage

December 6–8: Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit, Anchorage

Sea Grant Funds Seaweed
Aquaculture Research
A new $418,000 grant from National Sea Grant will fund
a two-year study by University of Alaska Southeast
professor Michael Stekoll. The research focuses on
cultivating seaweed at higher latitudes—such as when
seaweed plants become fertile, timing of transferring
plants to the ocean, the best time to harvest, and
selecting for specific traits—with the goal of helping
growers become successful in this emerging industry.
Alaska Sea Grant is administering the grant.

Seaweed aquaculture presents a new economic opportunity for Alaska. Cultivated
seaweeds drive a $6.6 billion industry worldwide that is rapidly increasing.
Commercial farmers have grown oysters, clams, and mussels in Alaska for years.
Now seaweed has the potential to play a role in the future of the state’s aquaculture
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industry. Several commercial seaweed farms have recently been permitted in
Alaska, and shellfish farmers have expressed a strong interest in adding seaweed
cultivation to their operations.

While several Alaska seaweed species have commercial potential, the new project
will focus on sugar kelp. Sugar kelp may have the best chance of becoming
commercially viable because it is fast-growing, grows best in the winter, and has a
pleasing taste, according to a commercial distributor. Stekoll will find out more
about growing conditions and methods, which could allow producers to grow and
harvest commercial quantities of seaweed. The State of Alaska prohibits import of
any seaweeds to protect existing natural populations, so seaweed farmed or grown
for research in Alaska must come from local stock.

Blue Evolution, a US seaweed-farming company, will provide $125,000 for a College
of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences graduate student to work with Stekoll, who has a
joint appointment with UAF CFOS. The partnership will allow for direct transfer of
Stekoll’s research into the commercial sector. Blue Evolution is also working directly
with shellfish farmers in Alaska in hopes of kick-starting this new industry.

Apply for Sea Grant
Fellowships
Sea Grant and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration offer several fellowship opportunities for
Alaska graduate students interested in marine science
and policy.

Closest to home is the Alaska Sea Grant State
Fellowship Program, providing a unique professional
opportunity for soon-to-graduate or recently finished
graduate students interested in the science and policy
needed to keep marine resources healthy. The program
matches highly motivated students and/or recent graduates with hosts in Alaska-
based state or federal agencies for a 12-month paid fellowship. Currently Jane
Sullivan, Sarah Apsens, and Jennifer Marsh are working as Alaska Sea Grant State
Fellows in Anchorage and Juneau, placed at NMFS and the National Park Service.
Application deadline for students for the 2017-2018 fellowship is February 24, 2017.
Selected fellows will begin jobs in summer/fall 2017.

The Sea Grant Knauss Marine Policy Fellowship Program seeks graduate students
with an interest in national policy decisions affecting coastal and ocean resources.
Fellows spend a year in the Washington, DC, area in an executive or legislative
position, working on national policy issues. Alaska Sea Grant–sponsored Erin Shew
is finishing up her year as a Knauss Fellow with the White House Council on
Environmental Quality, and Kelly Cates and Charlotte Regula-Whitefield will start
their Knauss fellowships in early 2017. The deadline to apply for the 2018 National
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Sea Grant Knauss Fellowship is February 10, 2017.

The NOAA Fisheries (NMFS)–Sea Grant Fellowship is for PhD students interested in
careers related to marine ecosystem and population dynamics, with a focus on
modeling and managing systems of living marine resources; or economics of the
conservation and management of living marine resources. Recipients work with a
mentor from NOAA Fisheries. Fellows interested in population and ecosystem
dynamics can receive up to three years of funding, and those in marine resource
economics can receive two years of funding. The deadline for applicants is January
27, 2017.

Advisory Committee Welcomes
New Members
Alaska Sea Grant Advisory Committee members held
their annual meeting in Anchorage the second week of
November. Twenty attending advisors appreciated
updates from researchers, Marine Advisory agents,
fellows, and staff on program activities and were
presented with the Alaska Sea Grant 2015–2016 Annual
Report. Members offered Alaska Sea Grant strategic
planning content and advised on the upcoming call for
research proposals.

The program welcomed five new Advisory Committee members: Amanda Painter,
operations manager for Allen Marine Tours; Kris Norosz, government liaison with
Icicle Seafoods; Alice Ruby, mayor of Dillingham; and Ralph Samuels, vice president
of government and community relations at Holland America/Princess Cruises. Kaja
Brix of NOAA Fisheries is the new alternate for regional administrator Jim Balsiger.

Alaska Sea Grant Director Paula Cullenberg expressed gratitude to five members
leaving the committee after many years of service and welcomed them as “Friends
of Alaska Sea Grant”: Daniel O'Hara, Steve Borell, Henry Mitchell, John Shively, and
Bob Winfree.

Salmon Stakeholders Weigh in
on Sustainability
In early November the Center for Salmon and Society
and partners held the workshop, Long-term Challenges
to Alaska’s Salmon and Salmon-Dependent
Communities. More than 200 people of diverse
backgrounds attended the Anchorage meeting, including
salmon researchers, managers, NGO representatives,
and community and Native leaders.



Milo Adkison, University of Alaska Fairbanks professor and workshop chair, said a
major accomplishment at the event was discussion of challenges of salmon habitat
protection, salmon governance, community health and well-being, and cultural and
racial dynamics. Participants identified concrete actions to address these challenges.

“There will be summaries of the finding of each work session. We're writing those up
now, and will create a website where they'll be available,” said Adkison.
Presentations will be linked to the workshop website.

Organizers believe that Alaska is at a crossroads for making decisions that will have
lasting impacts on salmon and the communities linked to salmon. Although salmon
populations are relatively healthy in Alaska compared to other regions, increasing
population size, urbanization, and climate change are long-term challenges.
Salmon-dependent communities are affected by fluctuations in abundance and price,
the gradual erosion of access to the resource, the high cost of living in these
communities, and other economic and social challenges.

Workshop sponsors are the Center for Salmon and Society, Alaska Sea Grant,
Alaska's Salmon Habitat Partnerships, Bristol Bay Land Trust, National Center for
Ecological Analysis and Synthesis, The Salmon Project, and University of Alaska
Fairbanks College of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences.

Fishlines is a monthly newsletter that highlights Alaska Sea Grant activities. Alaska Sea Grant
supports wise use and conservation of Alaska's marine resources through research, education,
and extension. Photo in banner by K. Byers. For an electronic Fishlines subscription, contact Sue
Keller.
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Coming up
February 13–14: HACCP, Kodiak

February 15–17: Better Process Control School, Kodiak

April 19–21: Kodiak Area Marine Science Symposium, Kodiak

April 26–29: Western Alaska Interdisciplinary Science Conference, Unalaska

May 9–12: Impacts of a Changing Environment on the Dynamics of High-
Latitude Fish and Fisheries, Wakefield Fisheries Symposium, Anchorage

December 6–8: Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit, Anchorage

Alaska Harmful Algal Bloom
Network to Form
Alaskans harvest shellfish for sport and subsistence with
a risk of getting sick from paralytic shellfish poisoning
(PSP). Alaska Sea Grant and the Alaska Ocean
Observing System hosted a workshop recently to
address this human and environmental health concern.

“It is exciting to see that researchers, tribes, managers,
and other monitoring groups may be uniting to educate
the public with relevant real-time data, so they can
make informed decisions about when to harvest shellfish,” said Southeast Alaska
Tribal Toxins director Christopher Whitehead, a speaker at the workshop.
Commercially harvested and farmed shellfish are tested for PSP and are safe for
human consumption.

The workshop, Developing a Harmful Algal Bloom Action Plan for Alaska, was held in
Anchorage December 8-9. About 80 people attended, including harmful algal bloom
(HAB) experts and state regulators, as well as groups that are affected by toxic
marine blooms such as tribal leaders and shellfish growers.

“We learned from participants that increased temperatures promote harmful algal



blooms in the North Pacific’s cold waters… Alaska must take action now on harmful
algal blooms in our changing oceans,” said Bruce Wright, Aleutian Pribilof Islands
Association.

The workshop was the first step to create an action plan. “There was lots of
agreement reached by the conclusion of our two-day workshop about putting
together a harmful algal bloom action plan for Alaska,” said Ginny Eckert, UAF
professor and Alaska Sea Grant associate director for research.

Workshop participants will set up a new steering committee to guide the
development of a statewide HAB network. One goal of the network will be to share
information, data, best practices, and outreach tools, to better predict blooms of
toxic marine algae and inform Alaskans of the risks of shellfish sport and
subsistence harvest. If you are interested in participating in the Alaska HAB
network, contact Ginny Eckert.

New Alaska Sea Grant
Communications Manager
Paula Dobbyn, a longtime Alaska journalist, is the new
communications manager at Alaska Sea Grant. She
most recently worked for KTUU TV in Anchorage as a
senior digital news reporter and producer, writing news,
curating content for the website, and contributing to
social media.

At Alaska Sea Grant, Dobbyn is responsible for
managing all aspects of the communications program.
“Alaska Sea Grant is working with residents to understand and address some of the
state’s most pressing issues. These include climate change, ocean acidification,
sustainable fisheries, and workforce development in the country's most remote and
biologically productive communities. I look forward to telling these stories and
shining a spotlight on Alaska Sea Grant’s work in America’s only arctic state,”
Dobbyn said.

Dobbyn has served as a business and environment reporter at the former Anchorage
Daily News, and as a reporter and television newscaster at Juneau’s public radio
station, KTOO. In addition, she was communications director for the Trout Unlimited
Alaska Program, and is an adjunct journalism professor at the University of Alaska
Anchorage. She has a BA in political theory and Latin American studies, and an LLM
in human rights law.

Dobbyn works in the Anchorage Alaska Sea Grant office. See Paula Dobbyn’s staff
profile and contact information.

Call for Research Pre-proposals



Alaska Sea Grant invites pre-proposals for research
projects for 2018–2020. Investigators at academic,
research, and education institutions throughout Alaska
are invited to apply for one- to two-year research
projects that contribute to Alaska Sea Grant and state
priority needs, and advance knowledge in healthy
coastal ecosystems, sustainable fisheries and
aquaculture, resilient communities and economies, and
environmental literacy and workforce development.

Approximately $500,000 per year will be available for the projects, with budgets of
about $100,000 each. An additional $400,000–$500,000 total may be available to
fund students directly during the two-year cycle.

Research pre-proposals are due February 27, 2017. For more information see the
news release “Alaska Sea Grant requests marine research proposals that address
Alaska issues”, or contact Michele Frandsen or Ginny Eckert.

Alaska Aquaculture Resources
Alaska Aquaculture Resources is a new Alaska Sea
Grant website, especially useful for Alaska shellfish
farmers. More than 160 publications, presentations,
websites, spreadsheets, and videos are available on the
site to educate and train Alaskans working in
aquaculture or who want to learn more about it.

In Alaska, aquatic farming is restricted to shellfish and
seaweeds. Shellfish farming started as a fledgling
industry in the late 1970s and was revitalized with passage of the Alaska Aquatic
Farm Act in 1988. Ray RaLonde, former Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory specialist,
played a critical role in moving the industry forward. By 2014, 65 aquatic farms,
seven nurseries, and two hatcheries were in operation. That year shellfish farming,
including “seed” sales, surpassed $1 million in farm gate value for the first time in
the state, based on 34 farms. Today mariculture (marine aquaculture) is seeing
renewed attention through the Alaska Mariculture Task Force.

Alaska Sea Grant supports the growing aquaculture industry through research,
technical assistance, and training by Marine Advisory agents and has invested over
$2 million in support of the industry over the last 10 years.

Call for Abstracts for 2017
Wakefield Fisheries Symposium
The deadline is January 15, 2017, for submitting abstracts for the 2017 Wakefield
Fisheries Symposium—Impacts of a Changing Environment on the Dynamics of



High-latitude Fish and Fisheries. The symposium will be
held May 9–12, 2017, in Anchorage, Alaska.

The symposium will address impacts of the
environment, including climate change, on arctic and
subarctic species of commercial, subsistence, and
ecological importance. Abstracts for 15–20 minute oral
presentations and posters are invited from fishery,
marine, and social scientists; managers; and
representatives from industry and affected communities. Presentations are
encouraged on the effects of warming, loss of sea ice, ocean acidification, and
oceanographic variability on the distribution, phenology, life history, and population
dynamics of these species.

Graduate students will have the opportunity to seek travel funding, work at the
symposium to waive the registration fee, and enter oral and poster competitions for
the symposium.

Fishlines is a monthly newsletter that highlights Alaska Sea Grant activities. Alaska Sea Grant
supports wise use and conservation of Alaska's marine resources through research, education,
and extension. Photo in banner by K. Byers. For an electronic Fishlines subscription, contact Sue
Keller.
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